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NETWORK IN CONTROL

The Network in Control scenario assumes that a low carbon economy 
transition can be achieved with technologies and control and with 

moderate economic costs without social innovation. 

A number of barriers are overcome and the right conditions and 
institutional settings are created, with a fast adoption of new 

technologies and regulations on the demand side while keeping 
concentrated energy production on the supply side 

What if technology drives the transition?



• Economic Growth and GHG 
Reduction Drive
• Global “climate capitalism” 

business model with the 
implementation of Global and 
regional Agreement Emission 
Trading schemes
• 50% of the world energy mix is 

based on big scale renewable 
energies and 40% is based mainly 
in natural gas and fossil fuels.
• Carbon taxation
• Reduced climate change impact 
• Smart consumption – Companies 

will offer two types of energies: i) 
free – when available; and ii) on 
demand for those who can 
afford it
• Unemployment and  wealth 

distribution is poorly improved



• Smart and green consumerism

• «Winner takes all» - Internet 
economy 

• People accept external control 
from technologies that will make 
their energy consumption more 
efficient.   



• Private companies approaching 
climate change as a “Corporate 
Social Responsibility” issue

• New smart work and skills –
competition between generation and 
countries



• Breakthrough 
improvement of the 
electricity sector: smart 
grids and super-grids.

• individual residential 
consumers have few 
opportunities and low 
incentives to participate 
actively in demand-side 
management. 

• Few Operators 
guarantee security of 
supply and  drive the 
smartening of the grid. 



• Energy efficient housing: 
retrofitting of old buildings 
and new passive houses

• Energy efficient industry: 
eco-labeling, eco-design 
and sustainable criteria in 
the production processes



• Investment in High Speed 
trains and urban transport 
infrastructure  to reduce 
individual car journeys

• Improvement of vehicles’ 
efficiency

• Diffusion of fuel cells 
technology, hybrid 
vehicles and vehicles 
fuelled by bio-methane 
and hydrogen

• ITS applications for smart 
travel



PEOPLE HAVE THE POWER

A new techno-economic and social paradigm emerges, with decentralized 
energy production on the supply side and active demand response being 

attractive for both residential and industrial customers.

A fully digitalized infrastructure allows for multidirectional flow of electricity, 
and new energy presumption and social innovation practices increasingly 

matter and contribute to achieve sustainability. 

What if we drive the transition?



• Prosperity & Well-Being Drive

• Rising eco-industries, social 
and collaborative economy

• Reduction of global energy 
consumption

• 50% of energy mix is produced 
mostly by small-scale plants 
connected by smart grids

• Shifting from profit-making to 
social entrepreneurship and 
innovation

• A growing  number of energy 
communities

• Global and shared prosperity



• Resilient and circular 
economy 

• Diffusion of collaborative 
commons & collective 
awareness platforms –
Wikipedia style

• Sustainable production 
and consumption, and 
pro-active behavioural
change

• Recycling goods and 
sharing services



• More free-time and balanced 
work-family patterns

• More healthy, educated and 
active populations globally



• The system will be fully decentralised, 
every consumer is also a producer. 

• Consumers are shareholders of 
common assets such as grids.

• It is the time of “energy democracy”, 
with active participation of consumers 
in the electricity network, demand 
response is an attractive option for 
both the residential and industrial 
customers, due to frequent and steep 
price peaks. 



• Reduction of energy consumption and sharing
of services and products. 

• Sharing is caring!



• Mixed-land use and “slow” lifestyle 

• Reduced short and long-distance travel 
need

• More collective, less individual transport

• More connectivity less mobility 



“Using solar panel technology enables me to put 
my desire for change into action, but it is the 
face to face discussions with fellow human 
beings in a peaceful, creative environment that 
has most influenced me to make the changes.”

Courtesy of @melten (Enable-EU Forum participant)

What we are going to do together now?



Identifying promising practices …

This will help to frame the future of the Energy Union and how 
sustainable households practices can contribute to it!

We will use them to elaborate the 
Energy Union Sustainable Household Practice Scenario

for translating good practice across Europe
(from where it is applied to where it is not, whenever possible)

What is the purpose of our discussions?



3 rooms and 6 tables with one rapporteur per table:
• Topic “Energy Production at home” – Carlo and Giovanna 
• Topic “Energy Consumption at home” – Thomas & Margaret 
• Topic “Mobility”  – Stefano & Emilie

Start to discuss a first topic at one table, then move to other tables in 
sequence to discuss the other two topics. 

You will be take part to the discussion in each table for 30’

Opportunities to mix and know more people. 

Coffee can be taken when changing session (5 minutes break). 

How we will work together?  
Few “World Cafè” rules



Tips for a good World Cafe experience

üFocus on what really matters.
üContribute your ideas & thinking.
üSpeak your mind and heart with humility.
üListen to understand.
üConnect your ideas with others.
üPlay, doodle and draw – use your tablecloths to full 

effect.
üHave fun!



MOBILITY
ROOM

Questions for the World Cafè exercise 

Prosumption Mobility
Energy

efficiency 
Heating and 

cooling 

Sustainable 
energy life-

styles!

o What do you want to see in the future, and what will you do in your own 
daily practice?

o What will you need, and how can decision-makers/politicians make it 
easier for you to adopt these practices? 

HOME 
PRODUCTION

ROOM

HOME 
CONSUMPTION

ROOM





Thank you


